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ABSTRACT
Freedom from deadlock is one of the most important issues when
designing routing algorithms in on-chip/off-chip networks. Many
works have been developed upon Dally’s theory proving that a network is deadlock-free if there is no cyclic dependency on the channel
dependency graph. However, finding such acyclic graph has been
very challenging, which limits Dally’s theory to networks with a low
number of channels. In this paper, we introduce three theorems that
directly lead to routing algorithms with an acyclic channel dependency graph. We also propose the partitioning methodology, enabling
a design to reach the maximum adaptiveness for the n-dimensional
mesh and k-ary n-cube topologies with any given number of channels. In addition, deadlock-free routing algorithms can be derived
ranging from maximally fully adaptive routing down to deterministic routing. The proposed theorems can drastically remove the
difficulties of designing deadlock-free routing algorithms.
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1

INTRODUCTION

An interconnection network consists of a set of routers and links
where a topology such as mesh, torus [20], k-ary n-cube [5] determines the arrangements of links and routers [4, 13, 38]. Deadlock may occur in the network due to a cyclic dependency between
channels such that each packet holds a channel needed by another
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packet [4, 13]. Virtual channels (VC) can be used to remove the
cyclic dependency between channels and thus avoiding deadlock
[6, 33, 35]. VCs are theoretically formed by splitting a physical channel and allocating a dedicated buffer to each of them. VCs can be
also used to improve network performance and throughput through
sharing resources and providing alternative paths to route packets
[19, 29, 43, 48].
Turn models [18] are built upon Dally’ theory, providing a way to
check for cyclic dependencies. Based on turn models, there are two
types of abstract cycles that can be formed in the network, known
as clockwise and counterclockwise cycles. A cycle may lead to
deadlock and thus it should be avoided. In turn models, certain turns
are prohibited from each abstract cycle in order to break all cyclic
dependencies among channels.
Packet switching techniques can be implemented in three ways as
store-and-forward (SAF), virtual-cut-through (VCT) and wormhole
(WH) [11, 16, 23, 31, 34]. In SAF [11, 16], the whole packet should
be stored in an input buffer before proceeding to the next router. In
VCT [11, 23, 32], the packet is forwarded to the next router as soon
as there is enough space to accommodate the packet. Unlike SAF,
the packet does not necessarily need to be stored in the input buffer
before proceeding to the next router. In both approaches, the buffer
size must be large enough to accommodate the longest possible
packet in the network. In WH [31, 34], however, packets traverse in
a pipelined fashion. No specific limitation is applied on the size of
buffers, the number of packets, and the location of the header flit in
the buffer. WH eliminates the need of large buffers in intermediate
routers along the path. Since SAF and VCT are special cases of WH,
the proof of deadlock freedom for WH is also valid for SAF and
VCT.
Routing algorithms can be classified into deterministic and adaptive [4, 13, 36]. In deterministic routing a fixed path is used for each
pair of source and destination routers. Adaptive routing algorithms
can be further classified into partially adaptive and fully adaptive. In
fully adaptive routing, packets are allowed to take any minimal paths
available between a source and destination pair while in partially
adaptive routing such adaptiveness is limited to fewer paths. In this
paper, we also refer to maximally fully/partially adaptive routing
when including U- and I-turns in the set of allowable turns [17]. Uand I-turns are defined in Section 3.2.
In this paper, we do NOT intend to introduce a new routing algorithm but instead we show a roadmap to design deadlock-free routing
algorithms in a wormhole switching network. In fact, we introduce
three theorems that altogether remove all cyclic dependencies on
the channel dependency graph and directly suggest deadlock-free
routing options. The combination of these theorems is called EbDa1 .
1
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We design an acyclic channel dependency graph in the network by
an inspiration from a mathematical observation on the formation
of cycles in a geometrical space. Based on this observation, the
necessary condition to form a cycle is the availability of channels
in both positive and negative directions. For example, a square or
rectangular shape cannot be formed if any of the X + , X − , Y + , and
Y − channels is missing. In short, the whole process of designing a
deadlock-free routing algorithm is as simple as dividing channels
into disjoint cycle-free partitions and then tracing the partitions in
an ascending or descending order. Based on these theorems different
deadlock-free routing algorithms can be designed or algorithms can
be verified on their freedom from deadlock. Moreover, we introduce
a systematic approach of extracting partitions and thus algorithms
for any given number of channels. Derivations from these algorithms
lead to various deadlock-free algorithms with different levels of
adaptiveness. The entire process results in extracting deterministic,
partially adaptive, fully adaptive and maximally adaptive routing algorithms. We do not put any limitation on the network (ir)regularity,
dimension, and number of VCs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
the related work is given. In Section 3, theorems are introduced. Section 4 describes designs with maximum adaptiveness and minimum
number of channels. In Section 5, we propose methodologies for optimal partitioning. In Section 6, several case studies are investigated
and finally we conclude the paper in the last section.

2

RELATED WORK

In the area of on-chip/off-chip interconnection networks, there are
two main theories, proposed by William J. Dally in 1987 [7] and José
Duato in 1993 [9]. Dally proposed a methodology and applied it to
deterministic routing, showing that a necessary and sufficient condition to design a deadlock-free routing algorithm is to remove cyclic
dependencies on the channel dependency graph [7]. The turn model
concept, defined by Glass and Ni, has enabled Dally’s theory to be
adapted for adaptive routing [18]. Since then, turn models have been
extensively utilized in designing both deterministic and adaptive
routing algorithms [1, 3, 15, 21, 24, 26, 40, 42, 47]. Dally’s theory
does not put any restriction on the wormhole switching network.
On the other hand, based on Duato’s theory a necessary and
sufficient condition to design a deadlock-free fully adaptive routing
is the existence of a cycle-free subset of channels. All the other
channels can be used with no restrictions. In more details, two
types of channels are used as adaptive and escape. Packets can
use the adaptive channels in any order but in a case of blockage,
packets are transferred to escape channels that are cycle-free [28].
Duato’s theory is utilized to design many fully adaptive routing
algorithms [12, 19, 25, 29, 41, 44]. This theory [9, 10] is valid under
the assumption that an input buffer holds only the flits of one packet.
This is to ensure that if the packet is blocked, the header flit is always
in the head of the queue and thus the packet can be moved to the
escape channels to avoid deadlock. This assumption poses a strong
limitation on wormhole switching as an input buffer must be emptied
before receiving the header of a new packet. This issue has been
investigated in [30] arguing that the majority of packets are short in
on-chip networks. Through modifying the VC allocator unit at the
cost of more resources, multiple packets can be resided in an input
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buffer. However, the input buffer should have enough space to hold
the entire packet, implying the VCT technique.
On the differences between two theories, Dally’s theory has been
initially proposed for deterministic routing and it does not put any
restriction on WH. Many works have adapted the theory to design
adaptive routing [2, 18, 27]. But due to the complexity of finding
acyclic channel dependency graph by applying turn models, the
usage of adaptive routing based on this theory is limited to networks
with a low number of channels [1, 3, 14, 21, 24, 26, 40]. By assuming
two abstract cycles (each consists of four 90-degree turns) in a 2D
network and removing one turn from each cycle, 16(42 ) different
combinations should be examined to verify whether the design is
deadlock-free or not [17]. By adding one VC per dimension, the
number of combinations increases to 65, 536(48 ). In the 3D network
with no VC, the number of combinations is 29, 696(46 ) while adding
one VC per dimension increases this number to more than 8 billion
combinations.
On the other hand, the focus of Duato’s theory is on adaptive
routing that is fairly scalable to different network sizes. However,
Duato’s theory strongly limits the wormhole switching technique as
multiple packets cannot be resided in an input buffer.
The theories in this paper differ from both Duato and Dally theories. The key different aspects and assumptions between our theory
and Duato’s are as:
(1) Duato’s theory is based on cyclic adaptive channels and
acyclic escape channels so that in the case of deadlock
among adaptive channels, packets use cycle-free escape
channels to avoid deadlock. But the concept behind our
theory is the creation of an acyclic channel dependency
graph where no escape channel is needed. Since packets can
use all allowable turns simultaneously, a better distribution
of packets among channels can be obtained.
(2) In Assumption 3 of [9], it is stated that “A queue cannot
contain flits belonging to different messages. A header
flit will always occupy the head of a queue. If it is not
satisfied, it is easy to define a deadlocked configuration
which invalidates that theorem”. However, our proposal is
general and does not impose any limitations on the number
of packets in a buffer and the packet header can be stored
in any buffer slot.
On the differences between EbDa and Dally’s theory:
(1) Dally’s theory defines conditions to verify whether a network is deadlock-free or not. Later on in [18], turn-models
were introduced to make such verification easier. Contrarily,
our theory show how to directly design an acyclic channel dependency graph given the available channels in the
network.
(2) Dally’s theory is limited to small network sizes where it
is feasible to check all possible channel dependencies. We
solve the scalability limitations of Dally’s theorem to networks with arbitrary large dimensions.
We argue that the theorems and methodologies in this paper open
a new direction in the design of routing algorithms from maximally
fully adaptive routing algorithms down to deterministic routing algorithms. In addition, the theorems and methodologies are general and
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can be applied to a wide area of interconnection networks, covering
both on-chip and off-chip networks.

3

ASSUMPTIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND
THEOREMS
3.1 Assumptions
• Assumption1: A WH switching network is assumed while theorems can be applied to VCT and SAF as well.
• Assumption2: Packets can have arbitrary lengths.
• Assumption3: n-dimensional mesh and k-ary n-cube topologies
are assumed where k and n can be arbitrarily large. Theorems are
valid on both regular and irregular networks. As our future work,
we investigate other topologies such as fat-tree, dragonflies and
those of the Dodec network [49].
• Assumption4: Theorems are valid for any number of VCs from
0 to n on each dimension where n can be arbitrarily large.
• Assumption5: VCs are considered as disjoint channels. For example, X1 and X2 represent two VCs in the X dimension with no
channel dependency between them. Note that the term “channel”
is used to represent either a physical or virtual channel.

3.2

Definitions

• Definition1: A dimension has two directions, positive and negative. In an n-dimensional network, a positive and negative direction of the D dimension is called D+ and D− , respectively,
while D∗ represents both positive and negative directions of the
D dimension where D = { X,Y, · · · , Dn }. For example in Figure
1(a), the X dimension covers X + and X − directions. Each of the
X + and X − directions is called a channel. These channels are
disjoint with no dependency between them.
• Definition2: A partition covers a set of channels in an n-dimensional network where packets can take any channels inside the
partition arbitrarily and repeatedly. As an example in Figure 1(b),
a partition may cover the X + , X − ,Y + , and Z − channels in a 3D
network where a packet can take any of these channels in any
order. The terms arbitrarily and repeatedly represent the maximum
movement of packets within a partition.
• Definition3: A D-pair is so-called completed if both the positive
and negative directions of the D dimension exist inside a partition:
P = {D+ , D− }. As an example, an X-pair is shown in Figure 1(c),
covering both the X + and X − channels. In addition, channels
in opposite directions but with different VC numbers also form
a pair. For example in Figure 1(d), X2+ and X1− represent a
complete X-pair where 2 and 1 refer to two different VCs along
the X dimension.
• Definition4: An I-turn (or 0-degree turn) represents a transition
from one channel to another along the same direction (Figure
1(e)). Obviously, I-turns are formed only when there are several
channels in the same dimension, either physical or virtual.
• Definition5: A U-turn (or 180-degree turn) represents a transition
from one channel to another in the opposite direction (Figure
1(f)).
• Definition6: Two partitions are disjoint if they do not share any
common channel with each other. Independence of channels may
have different forms, for example:

Figure 1: (a) The X dimension, represented by X ∗ , composed of two disjoint channels as X + and X − ; (b) a partition covering the X + , X − , Y + , and Z − channels; (c)
an X-pair; (d) an X-pair with different VC numbers on positive and negative directions; (e) I-turn formed by a transition from X1+ to X2+ ; (f) U-turn formed by
a transition from X + to X − .

Figure 2: (a) Channels in different dimensions are disjoint such as X + and Y + ; (b)
channels in opposite directions are disjoint such as X + and X − ; (c) channels with
different VC numbers are disjoint such as X1+ and X2+ ; (d) channels located in
different rows are disjoint such as Xeven and Xodd .

– Channels in different dimensions are disjoint such as X + and
Y + in Figure 2(a).
– Opposite channels along the same dimension are disjoint
such as X + and X − in Figure 2(b).
– Channels with different VC numbers are disjoint such as
X1+ and X2+ in Figure 2(c).
– Channels in different columns/rows are disjoint such as Xeven
and Xodd in Figure 2(d).

3.3

Theorems

• Theorem1: A partition is cycle-free if it covers at most one complete D-pair in an n-dimensional network where D ={X,Y ,· · · ,Dn }
as long as no U- and I-turns are concerned.
We first prove the theorem for the base case of k=2 where k is
the network dimension. Then, we show that the theorem is valid
for any k value.
Base case statement k=2: A partition is cycle-free if it covers
at most one complete D-pair in a 2-dimensional network.
– Proof: In a 2-dimensional network, the largest partition A
covers four directions called X + (E), X − (W ), Y + (N), and
Y − (S). A necessary condition to form an XY -cycle is the
existence of four channels and four 90-degree turns. We
argue that a cycle cannot be formed by excluding any of
these channels from a partition. In other words, a partition is
cycle-free if it covers at most one complete D-pair (e.g. Xpair: X + and X − ) in a 2-dimensional network. Accordingly,
the partition will be deadlock-free if it covers three channels
in a 2D network, e.g. X + , X − , and Y − .
Statement for k=n: A partition is cycle-free if it covers at
most one complete D-pair in an n-dimensional network.
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– Proof: To close a cycle, there should be at least two complete
D-pairs within a partition otherwise a path cannot return to
its initial point and a cycle cannot be closed. It is obvious
that any arbitrary dimension A has an angle greater than zero
from any other arbitrary dimension B; otherwise dimension A
and B represent the same dimension. A necessary condition
to close a cycle inside a partition is the existence of both negative and positive directions in at least two dimensions. The
necessary condition is broken if a partition covers at most
one complete D-pair. In other words, a partition is cycle-free
if it covers any number of channels from any dimension in
an n-dimensional network but includes at most one complete
D-pair. For example in a 4-dimensional network, if a partition covers the X + , Y + , Y − , Z + , and T − channels and all
of them can be taken arbitrary and repeatedly, the partition
is cycle-free because it contains only one complete D-pair,
i.e. Y -pair. The other channels have some degrees from each
other and thus the path cannot return to its initial point to
close a cycle.
Note to Theorem1: VCs refer to disjoint channels with 0degree angle from each other. For example, X1 and X2 can be
considered as two disjoint channels, similar to two parallel lines
that never reach each other. Positive and negative directions of
the same dimension but with different VC numbers represent one
D-pair. For example the partition P ={X1+ X2− Y 1+ Y 2− } is not
cycle-free as it covers two complete D-pairs; one pair along the
X dimension: (X1+ , X2− ) and one along the Y dimension: (Y 1+ ,
Y 2− ). On the other hand, the partition P ={X1+ Y 1+ Y 1− Y 2+
Y 2− } is cycle-free as it contains one D-pair (i.e. Y -pair) regardless
of the number of Y -pairs that can be formed. U- and I-turns will
be discussed in Theorem2.
Note to Theorem1: The maximum number of channels that
can be grouped inside a partition is n + 1 in an n-dimensional
network when no redundancy is taken into account (i.e. no VC is
considered). Out of n + 1 channels, only two channels belong to
the same dimension, representing a D-pair.
Corollary of Theorem1: Any sub-partition of a cycle-free
partition is also cycle-free.
Corollary of Theorem1: Considering several disjoint partitions, as long as packets are limited to use the channels of their
partitions, no new cycle can be formed, and the network remains
deadlock-free.
Example of Theorem1: To form a cycle in an XY plane, it
is necessary to take all X + , X − , Y + , and Y − directions. In other
words, if only one direction is not taken by packets, deadlock
cannot be formed. For example as shown in Figure 3, there is no
possibility of deadlock if packets cannot be forwarded to the north
but all the other directions arbitrarily and repeatedly. The combination of three channels in one partition enables four allowable
90-degree turns as W S, SE, ES, and SW .
• Theorem2: A partition is cycle-free if one U-turn is allowed per
complete pair, taken in an ascending order.
In Theorem1, we argued that only one complete D-pair is
allowed inside a partition to keep the partition deadlock-free.
By satisfying the conditions of Theorem1, all channels inside
a partition can be taken in any order as long as no U- or I-turn
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Figure 3: A missing direction breaks the cycle in a partition. The formed turns by
three available channels X + , X − , Y − are as W S, SE, ES, and SW .

are concerned. Using Theorem2, some U- and I-turns are also
allowed without forming cycles.
Base case statement k=1: A partition is cycle-free if one Uturn is allowed per complete pair where k stands for the number
of complete pairs.
– Proof: One complete D-pair consists of two opposite directions along the D dimension, so-called Xa+ and Xb− where
a and b refer to VC numbers that could be the same or different. To close a cycle within a partition at least two channels
X + and X − and two U-turns are necessary. By removing
one U-turn from a partition, the necessary condition to form
a cycle does not meet. In other words, permitting one Uturn and prohibiting another U-turn prevent forming a cycle.
The allowed U-turn can be used in combination with other
channels with no restriction.
Base case statement k=n: A partition is cycle-free if one Uturn is allowed per complete pair where the number of complete
pairs is n.
– Proof: The proof is similar to that of Up*/Down* routing
[40] where no cycle is introduced when channels are taken
in a strictly ascending order. If channels of all complete pairs
are numbered from 1 to 2K, and traced in an ascending order
(or descending order), the formed U-turns do not lead to
deadlock.
Note to Theorem2: Enabling U-turns is essentially important
in fault-tolerant designs or where rerouting brings an advantage
(see [22]). In addition, topologies with wrap-around channels can
utilize U-turns. For example in a Torus topology, each wraparound
channel in the X dimension can be seen as two unidirectional
channels (X + and X − ) and two U-turns.
Corollary of Theorem2: Similar to the proof of U-turns, Iturns can be taken in an ascending order without introducing a
cycle. This is the case when a complete pair is presented along
the D dimension. In the other dimensions, all I-turns inside the
partition are allowed without creating cycles. This is due to the
fact that a dimension with a missing positive or negative direction cannot directly contribute in closing a cycle and thus all
the transactions in the single direction is permissible. In short
I-turns should be taken in an ascending order if a complete pair is
presented along the D dimension. Otherwise, all I-turns within a
partition are allowed.
Example of Theorem2: Figure 4(a) shows an example when
three VCs are presented along the Y dimension. Channels are first
numbered from 1 to 6 in an arbitrary order and then U- and I-turns
can be extracted by tracing channels in an ascending order e.g.
the first channel has a transition to any of the other five channels
and the second channel has a transition to the next four channels
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Figure 4: (a) The formed U- and I-turns by the availability of three VCs inside
a partition; (b) an alternative way of channel arrangement; (c) the formed Uturns by the existence of a complete pair inside a partition, from which one can
be selectively chosen.

and so on. Thereby, the total number of U- and I-turns can be
calculated by n(n − 1)/2 where n is the number of channels. It
means that half of U- and I-turns are permitted. In this example,
nine U- and six I-turns are formed. The number of U-turns can be
measured
by

 a × b while the number of I-turns can be calculated
by a2 + b2 . a and b refer to the number of channels in the positive
and negative directions, respectively, where n = a + b. It can be
easily shown that:
n(n − 1)
a!
b!
= ab +
+
2
2(a − 2)! 2(b − 2)!
As illustrated in Figure 4(b), channels can be sorted in a different order, but still resulting in nine U- and six I-turns. In the
example of Theorem1 where P ={X + X − Y + }, the complete Dpair is presented along the X dimension. Thereby, the X + and X −
channels are numbered and traced in an ascending order, shown in
Figure 4(c). Based on the numbering principle, either the U-turn
from X + to X − or from X − to X + is allowable.
• Theorem3: Transitions between disjoint acyclic partitions in a
consecutive order do not form a cycle.
Theorem1 defines the conditions to form a cycle-free partition
without considering U- and I-turns. A set of 90-degree turns can
be extracted by enabling all combinations of channels inside a
partition. Theorem2 defines the conditions to include U- and Iturns to the set of allowable turns. Theorem3 adds new 90-degree,
U- and I-turns to the set of permissible turns. This is obtained
by allowing packets to use the channels of other partitions in
an ascending order. We prove this theorem using mathematical
induction. We first prove that the statement holds for the base case
of k = 2 where k is the number of partitions. Then, we show that
the theorem is valid for any number of partitions.
Base case statement k=2: Transitions between two disjoint
acyclic partitions in a consecutive order do not form a cycle.
– Proof: Let us assume that channels are divided into two
disjoint acyclic partitions as PA and PB. A selective combination of channels within each partition can be modelled as a
connection of straight lines in an acyclic form. The lines representative of different partitions do not overlap as partitions
are completely disjoint. By transition between partitions, the
lines will be connected in one end. The other end cannot be
connected as after using any channels of PB, the channels
of PA cannot be used any longer. Since transitions between
partitions result in a longer acyclic line, the statement is valid
for two partitions.

Figure 5: (a) Taking all directions is not a sufficient condition to form a cycle; the
NW and NE turns cannot be taken as the transition from PB to PB is prohibited
(b) one allowed U-turn in the X dimension from X − to X + ; (c) one allowed U-turn
in the Y dimension from Y − to Y + .

Inductive step: Transitions between n number of disjoint
acyclic partitions in a consecutive order do not form a cycle.
– Proof: According to the base case where k = 2, transition
from one partition to the next one can be modelled as an
acyclic line. Now the transition can advance to the third
partition, forming a longer acyclic line as there is no dependency from the third partition to any of the first and second
partitions. It means that when the statement holds for k = n,
it also holds for k = n + 1 and the theorem is proved.
Corollary of Theorem3: Transitions between partitions can
be done in any ascending order.
Corollary of Theorem3: Transitions enable new U- and Iturns where the channels representing the same dimension are
located in different partitions.
Example of Theorem3: Let us assume a 2D network with
four channels as X + , X − , Y + , and Y − . The channels can be divided into two partitions where the first partition is PA ={X + X −
Y − } and the second partition is PB ={Y + }. Based on Theorem1,
both partitions are deadlock-free as they cover at most one complete D-pair. The allowable 90-degree turns and U-turns in PA
are illustrated in blue in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b), respectively.
Theorem3 allows transitions from one partition to another in an
ascending order. Assuming that this transition is made from PA
to PB, new 90-degree turns are formed as EN and W N, shown in
black in Figure 5(a). In addition, this transition enables a U-turn
from Y − in PA to Y + in PB (Figure 5(c)). The U-turn from Y + to
Y − is naturally avoided as no transition from PB to PA is possible. As shown in Figure 5(a), after transition from PA to PB, all
directions are used but this does not lead to deadlock as a loop
is not yet closed until a channel from PA is taken again. As was
stated, the transition is only made from PA to PB and there is no
possibility of a closed loop. In simple words, taking all directions
is not a sufficient condition for the possibility of deadlock. It is
worth noting that the obtained 90-degree turns (Figure 5(a)) by
applying Theorem1 and Theorem3 lead to the north-last routing
algorithm [18]. The allowable U-turns by Theorem2 and Theorem3 are additional turns that can be taken without forming a
cycle.
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MAXIMUM ADAPTIVENESS WITH
MINIMUM NUMBER OF CHANNELS

Four channels in a 2D network can be divided into disjoint partitions
in different ways, each leads to a new deadlock-free routing algorithm. Among the others, partitioning can be done in the following
forms:
P1 = {PA[X + ] → PB[X − ] → PC[Y + ] → PD[Y − ]}
P2 = {PA[Y − ] → PB[X − ] → PC[Y + X + ]}
P3 = {PA[X − ] → PB[X +Y +Y − ]}
P4 = {PA[X −Y − ] → PB[X +Y + ]}
P5 = {PA[X − ] → PB[X +Y 1+Y 1−Y 2+Y 2− ]}
Considering P1, transitions from (PA to PC), (PA to PD), (PB to
PD), and (PB to PC) enable packets to reach the NE, SE, SW , and
NW regions, respectively. All the formed turns are shown in Figure
6(a), defining the XY routing algorithm. The partitioning form of
P2 (Figure 6(b)) offers a degree of adaptiveness to route packets.
The channels covered by PC can be taken in any order, leading to a
fully adaptive routing in the NE region. A deterministic routing is
applied to the SE, SW , and NW regions as the channel of PA should
be taken earlier than the channels of PB and PC. In general, channels
grouped into a partition can be translated as a fully adaptive routing
for the region they cover. This is due to the fact that channels can
be taken in any order inside a partition, creating all possible turns in
that region. In Figure 6(c), channels are divided into two partitions
where one partition covers one channel and another partition covers
three channels. The combination of channels inside PB and the
transition from PA to PB lead to the same turns as the west-first
routing algorithm [18]. In Figure 6(d), channels are still divided into
two partitions, but each covers two channels. By this assignment,
fully adaptive routing is provided for two regions. The formed turns
by the partitioning strategy of P4 is the same as those of the negativefirst routing algorithm [18]. The number of partitions cannot be
reduced to one as by placing all channels in one partition, two
complete D-pairs will be presented in the partition that violates
Theorem1. Both P3 and P4 divide all channels into the minimum
number of disjoint partitions, leading to the maximum number of
allowable turns, i.e. six 90-degree turns and two U-turns. In other
words, dividing channels into a minimum number of partitions leads
to the maximum adaptiveness. As shown in Figure 6(e), adding
VCs in PB does not enhance the adaptiveness in minimal paths but
increases the number of identical turns as well as U- and I-turns.
The maximum number of channels that can be grouped inside
a partition is n + 1 in an n-dimensional network where channels
are belonging to different dimensions except the dimension with a
complete pair. Adding more channels into the partition either violates Theorem1 or does not increase the adaptiveness. Thereby the
objective of designing a fully adaptive routing in an n-dimensional
network with the minimum number of channels is to group channels into a minimum number of disjoint partitions. Each partition
provides the maximum adaptiveness for the region it covers.
With this introduction, we prove that the minimum number of
channels to provide a fully adaptive routing in an n-dimensional

Figure 6: Different partitioning strategies leading to (a) XY -routing; (b) partially
adaptive routing; (c) West-First routing; (d) Negative-First routing; (e) VCs do
not enhance adaptiveness when presented inside the same partition.

network can be calculated by:
NChannel = (n + 1) × 2 (n−1)
where n is the network dimension.
Base case statement n=2: The minimum number of channels to
provide a fully adaptive routing in a 2D network is N = 6.
• Proof: Assuming that a dimension divides a geometrical
space into two regions, 1, 2, 3, and n dimensional network
covers 21 , 22 , 23 , and 2n regions, respectively. In a 2D network there are four regions as NE, NW , SE, and SW . The
simplest way to design a fully adaptive routing is to consider one partition per region and assign dedicated channels
to each partition to make them disjoint from each other.
As shown in Figure 7(a), one possible partitioning is to
allocate Y 1+ and X1+ channels to the NE region; Y 1− and
X2+ channels to the SE region; Y 2− and X2− channels to
the SW region and finally Y 2+ and X1− channels to the
NW region. Based on this assignment, the set of partitions
can be written as:
P = {PA[X1+Y 1+ ]; PB[X2+Y 1− ];
PC[X2−Y 2− ]; PD[X1−Y 2+ ]}.
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formed in a similar way, and thus the number of partitions
is reduced to four and the number of channels to 16. As
illustrated in Figure 9(b), 2, 2, and 4 virtual channels are
required along the X, Y , and Z dimensions, respectively.
An alternative partitioning strategy, shown in Figure 9(c),
leads to 3, 2, and 3 virtual channels along the X, Y , and Z
dimensions, respectively. A fully adaptive routing cannot
be provided with a lower number of channels than 16 as
it leads to two complete pairs inside a partition, violating
Theorem 1. Taking the partitioning strategy of Figure 9(b),
all the formed turns by applying Theorem1, 2 and 3 are
shown in Figure 8. For simplicity, X1+ , X1− , Y 1+ , Y 1− ,
Z1+ , and Z1− are replaced with E, W , N, S, U, and D, respectively, so that for instance a turn from Y 2+ to X1− is
represented by N2W 1. All these turns can be taken simultaneously without forming a cycle. This is the maximum
amount of turns that offers a deadlock-free network while
adding any more turn creates the possibility of deadlock.

Figure 7: Four regions are divided into (a) four partitions, requiring 2 and 2 VCs
along both dimensions; (b) two partitions, requiring 1 and 2 VCs along the X and
Y dimensions, respectively; (c) two partitions, requiring 2 and 1 VCs along the X
and Y dimensions, respectively.

All partitions are disjoint from each other as they cover
channels with different directions or VC numbers. By this
channel allocation, a fully adaptive routing is provided in
all regions of the network and in total four channels are
required (i.e. two channels along the X and two channels
along the Y dimension). However, the number of channels
can be reduced by applying Theorem1. Based on Theorem1, each partition can cover n + 1 channels, including
one complete pair. In a 2D network, maximum three channels can be grouped into a partition while more channels
will not increase the adaptiveness. This implies that the
number of partitions can be reduced to two. One possible
partitioning strategy is P1 ={PA[X1+ Y 1+ Y 1− ]; PB[X1−
Y 2+ Y 2− ]}, shown in Figure 7(b), suggesting the same
routing algorithm as DyXY [24]. Another strategy might
be P2 ={PA[X1+ X1− Y 1+ ]; PB[X2+ X2− Y 1− ]}, illustrated in Figure 7(c). The number of partitions cannot be
reduced any further as each partition covers the maximum
number of channels according to Theorem1. Therefore, the
minimum number of channels to provide a fully adaptive
routing in a 2D network is 6 and the statement is valid.
Base case statement n=3: The minimum number of channels to
provide a fully adaptive routing in a 3D network is N = 16.
• Proof: A 3D network can be divided into eight regions as
NEU, NWU, SEU, SWU, NED, NW D, SED, and SW D
and each region is covered by one partition. One way of
assigning channels to partitions is shown in Figure 9(a):
P = {PA[X1+Y 1+ Z1+ ]; PB[X1−Y 2+ Z4+ ];
PC[X2+Y 1− Z2+ ]; PD[X2−Y 2− Z3+ ];
PE[X3+Y 3+ Z1− ]; PF[X3−Y 4+ Z4− ];
PG[X4−Y 4− Z3− ]; PH[X4+Y 3− Z2− ]; }.
By this assignment, 24 channels are required. To reduce
the number of partitions, we take advantage of Theorem1
by including a complete pair inside a partition and thus allowing to merge each two regions. For example two neighbouring regions of NEU and NED can be merged and cover
a bigger region where the corresponding partition will be
PA ={X1+ Y 1+ Z1+ Z1− }. This partition is deadlock-free
and since it covers the maximum number of channels (i.e.
four channels in a 3D network), adding more channels does
not increase adaptiveness. The remaining partitions can be

Base case statement n: The minimum number of channels to provide a fully adaptive routing in an n-dimensional network is N =
(n + 1) × 2 (n−1) .
• Proof: An n-dimensional space can be divided into 2n regions with one partition allocated to one region. Each two
neighbouring regions can be merged and thus the number of
partitions is reduced to 2n−1 . On the other hand, each partition can cover (n + 1) channels to provide a fully adaptive
routing. The number of partitions cannot be reduced any
further and the degree of adaptiveness cannot be increased
inside a partition. Therefore, the minimum number of channels to ensure a fully adaptive routing in an n-dimensional
network is N = (n + 1) × 2 (n−1) .

5

OPTIMAL PARTITIONING STRATEGY

So far we learned that the whole process of designing a deadlockfree routing algorithm is as simple as dividing channels into disjoint
partitions and utilizing channels with no limitation inside a partition.
In addition, transitions are allowed between partitions in a consecutive order. In this section, we define a systematic way to extract
deadlock-free routing algorithms for the given number of channels
from maximally adaptive routing algorithms down to deterministic
routing algorithms. As was discussed in Section 4, by placing the
maximum number of channels in a partition, the maximum adaptiveness is guaranteed for that region of space. Conversely, breaking a
partition into multiple partitions reduces the degree of adaptiveness.
For example placing channels in three partitions in Figure 6(b) leads
to higher adaptiveness than placing them in four partitions in Figure
6(a)). Therefore, to reach the maximum adaptiveness for the given
number of channels, the objective is to divide the channels into a
minimum number of partitions. Since the number of deadlock-free
routing algorithms can be relatively large, in Subsection 5.1 we propose strategies for arranging dimensions in specific orders and then
extracting partitions from them (Subsection 5.2 and Subsection 5.3).
Finally in Subsection 5.4 we discuss the overhead of developing
routing algorithms.
Let us first explain the procedure with a simple example where
the goal is to design a routing algorithm in a network with 3, 2, and
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Figure 8: Extracting turns using Theorem1, 2, and 3.

and thus we get PB ={Z2+ Z2− X1− Y 2+ }. We select Y 2+ instead
of Y 2− to cover the neighbouring regions of PA (NWU and NW D).
The remaining channels will be:
Set1 : DX ={X2+ X2− X3+ X3− }
Set2 : DZ ={Z3+ Z3− }
Set3 : DY ={Y 1−Y 2− }

Figure 9: Eight regions are divided into (a) eight partitions, requiring 24 bidirectional channels; (b)-(c) four partitions, requiring 16 bidirectional channels.

3 virtual channels along the X, Y , and Z dimensions, respectively.
We order the dimensions based on the number of D-pairs they cover.
In this example both Z and X dimensions cover three D-pairs while
the Y dimension has only two D-pairs and thus either the Z or X
dimension is placed first. In this example we choose the Z dimension
as Set1.
+

−

+

−

+

−

Set1 : DZ ={Z1 Z1 Z2 Z2 Z3 Z3 }
Set2 : DX ={X1+ X1− X2+ X2− X3+ X3− }
Set3 : DY ={Y 1+Y 1−Y 2+Y 2− }
The first partition forms by placing one Z-pair and one channel from
each of the X and Y dimensions so that PA ={Z1+ Z1− X1+ Y 1+ },
covering the NEU and NED regions. After assigning channels to a
partition, they are removed from the sets and we get:
Set1 : DZ ={Z2+ Z2− Z3+ Z3− }
Set2 : DX ={X1− X2+ X2− X3+ X3− }
Set3 : DY ={Y 1−Y 2+Y 2− }
Since each of the Z and X covers two D-pairs, no reordering is
needed. By this arrangement, the second partition forms by placing
one Z-pair and one channel from each of the X and Y dimensions,

Now the X dimension covers two D-pairs while the Z dimension has
only one D-pair, so Set1 and Set2 are reordered. The third partition
forms by placing one X-pair and one channel from each of the Z
and Y dimensions so PC ={X2+ X2− Z3+ Y 1− }. The remaining
channels will be:
Set1 : DX ={X3+ X3− }
Set2 : DZ ={Z3− }
Set3 : DY ={Y 2− }
Finally, the last partition is PD ={X3+ X3− Z3− Y 2− }. Since all
channels are assigned to the partitions, the procedure terminates.
The set of partitions will be similar to Figure 9(c) as:
P = {PA[Z1∗ X1+Y 1+ ]; PB[Z2∗ X1−Y 2+ ];
PC[X2∗ Z3+Y 1− ]; PD[X3∗ Z3−Y 2− ]; }
It is obvious that set arrangement affects the resulted partitioning
option and the number of formed partitions. Also, changing the order
of channels inside a set results in a different channel partitioning.
By this introduction, we describe three main steps that can be taken
to reach the routing algorithms with different levels of adaptiveness. The first step (Subsection 5.1) defines the set arrangements
from which partitions can be extracted. The second step (Subsection 5.2) explains how partitions can be formed using the defined
sets. The third step (Subsection 5.3) describes the ways to generate
new partitions, directing the algorithms with different degrees of
adaptiveness.
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Arranging sets

We define different set arrangements that each contributes to a unique
set of partitions. The idea behind this arrangement is that partitions
with similar D-pairs lead to symmetric algorithms while different
D-pairs may lead to non-symmetric ones.
• Arrangement 1: Sets should be ordered based on the number of D-pairs they cover. Assuming that q > s > · · · > r,
the sets are ordered as:
Set1 : DY ={Y 1+Y 1− , · · ·Y q+Y q− }
Set2 : DT ={T 1+ T 1− , · · · T s+ T s− }
···
Setn : DX ={X1+ X1− , · · · Xr+ Xr− }
This set arrangement will be used in Algorithm 1 to extract
the partitions.
• Arrangement 2: If one or multiple sets have the same number of channels as Set1, the sets can be reordered and thus
partitions with different D-pairs can be formed. For example if q = s > · · · > r, the Set1 and Set2 can be replaced.
• Arrangement 3: If Set1 includes VCs, different D-pairs
can be defined that affects the partitioning option. For example the channels inside Set1 can be ordered as Set1 ={Y 1+
Y 1− , Y 2+ Y 2− } or Set1 = {Y 2+ Y 1− , Y 1+ Y 2− }. Consequently, D-pairs can be reorganized in q! ways where q is
the number of VCs. Each of these set arrangements will be
an input to Algorithm 1.

5.2

Extracting partitions from the arranged sets

5.2.1 Main procedure. Each arranged set is used to extract the set
of partitions. The first partition takes the first D-pair from Set1 and
the first channel from each of Set2 to Setn. Channels are removed
from the sets, and sets are reordered if necessary. Then the second
partition is formed by covering the D-pair from Set1 and the second
channel from each of Set2 to Setn. This procedure is repeated until
all sets are empty. Depending on the given number of channels, last
partition(s) may include a lower number of channels than the rest of
partitions. If the region covered by these small partitions are a subset
of other partitions, they should be merged with the existing ones in
order to keep the number of partitions low. The pseudo code of the
partitioning procedure is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Partitioning Procedure
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Procedure Partitioning (Set1, Set2, · · · Setn, i){
if (All sets are empty) then
Merge matching partitions and exit;
else
Pi={(Set1[1]Set1[2]); Set2[1]; · · · Setn[1]};
Set1 is pair-wise left-shifted;
Set2 to Setn are channel-wise left-shifted;
Sets are reordered if necessary;
CALL Partitioning (Set1, Set2, · · · Setn, i + 1);
end if; }

where none of them cover a complete pair. For example, positive
channels are placed in one partition and negative channels are placed
in the second partition. This assignment neither violates Theorem1
nor increases the number of partitions than the minimum of two. By
the availability of VCs, this approach leads to unnecessary identical
turns and thus limits the adaptiveness. By exchanging channels between these two partitions, all alternative sets can be derived. The
total number of combinations is 2n where n is the number of partitions. For example in a 3D network with no VC, channels can be
divided into two partitions with no partition covering a complete pair.
Two partitions can be formed by placing one channel per dimension
in PA and the rest of channels in PB. Assuming the following set
arrangement:
Set1 : DX ={X1+ X1− }
Set2 : DY ={Y 1+Y 1− }
Set3 : DZ ={Z1+ Z1− }
There are eight partitioning options in total, from which four are
listed as:
P1 ={PA[X1+Y 1+ Z1+ ] → PB[X1−Y 1− Z1− ]}
P2 ={PA[X1+Y 1+ Z1− ] → PB[X1−Y 1− Z1+ ]}
P3 ={PA[X1+Y 1− Z1+ ] → PB[X1−Y 1+ Z1− ]}
P4 ={PA[X1+Y 1− Z1− ] → PB[X1−Y 1+ Z1+ ]}
The remaining four partitioning options can be obtained by switching
from PBs to PAs:

5.3

5.3.1 Reordering channels inside the sets. Considering a set arrangement, by reordering channels inside the sets, various algorithms
can be obtained. Algorithm 2 represents such strategy without violating Theorem1. Based on this algorithm, Set1 is circularly shifted
left by two and other sets are circularly shifted left by one. As a
result, new sets of partitions are formed by applying the partitioning
procedure (Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 2 Derivation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

5.2.2 An exceptional case. When no VC is presented, a new partitioning set can be formed by dividing channels into two partitions

Alternative partitioning options

By rearranging channels inside the sets, increasing the number of
partitions, and tracing the partitions in different consecutive orders,
various partitioning options can be derived.

for i=1 to q do
for j=1 to s do
···
for k=1 to n-1 do
CALL Partitioning (Set1, Set2, · · · Setn, 1);
Set(n-1) is channel-wise left-circular-shifted
end for;
···
Set2 is channel-wise left-circular-shifted;
end for;
Set1 is pairwise left-circular-shifted;
end for;
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5.3.2 Increasing the number of partitions. By increasing the number of partitions, other routing algorithms can be derived and the
degree of adaptiveness is reduced accordingly. If all partitions cover
only one channel, a deterministic routing is suggested.
5.3.3 Tracing partitions in different orders. New routing algorithms can be designed by tracing partitions in other consecutive
orders. For example, different turns are formed by a transition from
PA to PB rather than from PB to PA.
It should be noted that depending on the application and design
objectives, one partitioning strategy may be preferred over others.
Although we described the partitioning strategy to extract different
deadlock-free routing algorithms but a proper partitioning set cannot be strictly defined and varies over the context and the targeted
application [8, 37, 45].

5.4

Routing algorithm

As was illustrated in Figure 8, all allowable 0-degree, U- and I-turns
can be extracted from the partitions and the routing algorithm can
be developed based on them. These turns are already supported
in the current architectures and thus there is no need to modify the
control units except the routing unit. In other words, the EbDa theory
simplifies the procedure of finding compatible turns that otherwise
might be found by heuristic methods (e.g. trial and error). In the
example of Figure 8, a router architecture with 2, 2, and 4 VCs along
the X, Y , and Z dimensions can be adapted for a various number
of turns (e.g. 20 vs. 50 turns) while the router architecture in all
cases remains nearly the same. Regarding the routing unit, turns can
be expressed by some if-else statements [13]. Considering the XY
routing algorithm, only one turn is allowed in the NE region. The
routing algorithm for this region can be written as:
if Xo f f set > 0 and Yo f f set > 0 then
if Xo f f set > 0 then Channel ← E;
else Channel ← N;
end if;
end if;
where Xo f f set and Yo f f set represent the distance to the destination in
the X and Y dimensions, respectively. Now assuming a fully adaptive
routing for the NE region, two turns are allowed as the EN and NE
turns. The routing algorithm can be written as:
if Xo f f set > 0 and Yo f f set > 0 then Channel ← E or N;
else if Xo f f set > 0 then Channel ← E;
else Channel ← N;
end if;
The implementation of these two algorithms shows that more allowable turns do not necessarily lead to a larger overhead or a more
complex routing algorithm. Adding turns may simplify (combining if-else statements) or complicate (adding if-else statements) the
routing logic.

6 CASE STUDIES
6.1 From maximum adaptiveness down to
deterministic routing
In this section, we explain the extraction of deadlock-free routing
algorithms in a 2D network where four channels are presented as
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X + , X − , Y + , and Y − . By applying the strategies of Section 5.1, two
set arrangements are suggested:
Arrangement1 :{Set1 = [X + X − ]; Set2 = [Y +Y − ]}
Arrangement2 :{Set1 = [Y +Y − ]; Set2 = [X + X − ]}
The main procedure in Section 5.2.1 results in the first two entries
in the 1st row of Table 1. In this table “→” represents a transition.
Similar entries in the 2nd row can be extracted by running Algorithm 2 and similar entries in the 3rd and 4th rows are achieved by
changing the order of transitions between partitions (Section 5.3.3).
The last column refers to the exceptional case that is unique to the
networks with no VCs (Section 5.2.2). Thereby, in total 12 partitioning options are suggested, guaranteeing the maximum adaptiveness.
The resulted turns from these partitioning options (can be extracted
similar to Figure 8) are the same as those obtained by applying turn
models. Based on the turn model rules, one cycle is removed from
each abstract cycle. There are 16(42 ) possible combinations of removing one turn from each abstract cycle. For each combination, the
possibility of forming simple as well as complex cycles is carefully
verified. As reported on [13, 18], out of 16 combinations, 12 are
deadlock-free and 3 are unique if symmetry is taken into account,
so-called north-last, west-first, and negative-first. The entries related
to these algorithms are highlighted in the table.
Table 1: Partitioning options leading to maximum adaptiveness

X + X −Y +

→ Y−
→ Y+
−
+
Y → X X −Y +
Y + → X + X −Y −
X + X −Y −

Y +Y − X + → X −
Y +Y − X − → X +
X − → Y +Y − X +
X + → Y +Y − X −

X +Y + → X −Y −
X +Y − → X −Y +
X −Y − → X +Y +
X −Y + → X +Y −

By increasing the number of partitions to three (Section 5.3.2),
a set of new algorithms with a lower degree of adaptiveness can
be reached. We listed four options in Table 2 where symmetric
ones can be extracted by changing the transition order between
partitions. These algorithms have not been of interest in literature as
they neither suggest deterministic routing nor provide the maximum
adaptiveness.
Table 2: Partitioning options leading to some degrees of adaptiveness

X +Y + → X − → Y −
X −Y + → X + → Y −

X +Y − → X − → Y +
X −Y − → X + → Y +

As shown in Table 3, by further increasing the number of partitions to four, deterministic routing algorithms are derived. By transition between partitions, different deterministic routing algorithms
are obtained, for example XY (or Y X) routing can be reached by
switching from the partitions covering the X channels to those partitions covering the Y channels (or vice versa).
Table 3: Partitioning options leading to deterministic routing

X+ → Y + → X− → Y −
X− → Y + → X+ → Y −
X+ → X− → Y + → Y −

X+ → Y − → X− → Y +
X− → Y − → X+ → Y +
Y + → Y − → X+ → X−
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two disjoint partitions as: PA ={Xe + Xo − Y + } and PB ={Xe − Xo +
Y − } twelve 90-degree turns are allowed including all the eight ones
suggested by the Hamiltonian-path strategy.

6.3
Figure 10: (a) Odd-Even turns; (b) the partitioning option.

6.2

Applying partitioning strategy to the
Odd-Even routing algorithm and Hamiltonian
path strategy

We show how the EbDa theory can be applied to design the OddEven turn model [3]. The rules of the Odd-Even turn model are as
follows, shown in Figure 10(a):
• Rule 1: Packets are not allowed to take ENe and ESe turns
at any nodes located in an even column (e).
• Rule 2: Packets are not allowed to take NoW and SoW turns
at any nodes located in an odd column (o).
In all the previous examples, we performed the partitioning based
on the direction of channels. However, as it was already mentioned
in Definition6, partitioning can be done in different ways such as
channels located in different columns/rows. The Odd-Even turn
model can be designed by dividing channels into two partitions as:
PA ={X − Ye ∗ } and PB ={X + Yo ∗ } where Ye and Yo refer to the Y
channels in the even and odd columns, respectively. Both partitions
satisfy Theorem1 as each partition covers at most one complete pair.
Two partitions are also completely disjoint from each other because:
1) partitions are disjoint in the X dimension due to covering two
opposite directions; 2) partitions are disjoint in the Y dimension as
PA covers the even columns and PB covers the odd columns. Since
the partitions are disjoint, packets can move from PA to PB, resulting
in all the turns that are offered by the Odd-Even turn model, listed in
Table 4. In this table, the formed turns in PA and PB are shown in the
2nd and 3rd rows while the turns formed by the transition from PA
to PB is given in the 4th row. In addition to 90-degree turns, some Uand I-turns can be safely taken, reported on the last column of the
table. The highlighted entry shows some allowable movement, but
since there is no direct connection between even and odd columns,
these movements can never be used in the mesh topology. The OddEven routing algorithm allows 12 different turns divided into odd
and even columns, offering the same level of adaptiveness as those
of the west-first routing algorithm with 6 turns in total.
Table 4: Allowable turns in Odd-Even [3]

Extracting turns
in PA
in PB
by transition
from PA to PB

90-degree turns
W Ne ,W Se , NeW, SeW
ENo , ESo , No E, So E
W No ,W So , Ne E, Se E

U- & I-turns
(Ne Se or Se Ne )
(No So or So No )
Ne No , Ne So ,
Se No , Se So

Similarly, it can be easily shown that turns in the Hamiltonianpath strategy [26, 46] can be extracted by the EbDa theory. In the
Hamiltonian-path strategy, channels are traced row by row and in
total eight 90-degree turns are utilized. By dividing channels into

Applying partitioning strategy to a vertically
partially connected 3D network

To show an example of an irregular network, we investigate the
Elevator-First routing algorithm which is proposed for vertically
partially connected 3D network [14]. Elevator-First is a deterministic
routing algorithm using 2, 2, and 1 virtual channels along the X, Y ,
and Z dimensions, respectively. To deliver a packet to the destination,
first the packet has to be delivered to a vertical connection using
the XY routing algorithm. After delivery to the destination layer,
the packet utilizes the XY routing algorithm again to reach the
destination router. Thereby, the Elevator-First routing is built based
on sixteen turns as E1N1, E1S1, W 1N1, W 1S1, N1U, N1D, S1U,
S1D, UE2, UW 2, DE2, DW 2, E2N2, E2S2, W 2N2, W 2S2.
Using the partitioning approach, the same objective can be satisfied with a lower number of VCs while offering a higher degree
of adaptiveness (i.e. the design is intensively investigated in [39]).
By dividing channels into two partitions as: P ={PA[X1+ Y 1∗ Z1+ ];
PB[X1− Y 2∗ Z1− ]}, thirty 90-degree turns are allowed (Table 5)
in addition to six U- and I-turns. For example fully adaptive routing can be utilized in four regions as NEU, SEU, NW D, SW D and
partially adaptive routing can be used in the other four regions as
NED, SED, NWU, and SWU. Moreover, many identical turns with
different VC numbers can be extracted that can be used to improve
the performance.
Table 5: Allowable turns in [39]

Extracting turns
in PA
in PB
by transition
from PA to PB

7

90-degree turns
EN1, ES1, EU, N1E, N1U
S1E, S1U,UE,UN1,US1
W N2,W S2,W D, N2W, N2D
S2W, S2D, DW, DN2, DS2
EN2, ES2, ED, N1W, N1D
S1W, S1D,UW,UN2,US2

CONCLUSION

Dally’s theory has been used during the last three decades, saying
that a design is deadlock-free if there is no cycle in the channel dependency graph. This theory was initially proposed for deterministic
routing while it has been extended to adaptive routing by the concept
of turn models. In this paper, we introduced three theorems, called
EbDa, that allow designing an acyclic channel dependency graph.
The turns can be directly extracted from this graph without dealing
with turn models any longer. We proposed methodologies to divide
channels into partitions in order to reach a design with the maximum
adaptiveness for any number of channels and network dimension.
Instead of proposing a new routing algorithm, we rather tried to
show a roadmap to design deadlock-free routing algorithms with
different degrees of adaptiveness in a wormhole switching network.
We believe that the usage of the proposed theory is not limited to
interconnection networks but to the other areas where designing an
acyclic channel dependency graph is an objective.
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